
The Prez’s letter continued (Part 2) ……………. 
 
A request to show the waitlist on newgcpba.org was received via the ballot.   Since the request was anonymous, I’ll respond 
here.   Know that you can always reach us via gcpbamail@gmail.com and we can reply directly.  The waitlist info is on 
newgcpba.org /trip connections & info/NPS’ river usage stats/   You’ll have to scroll down towards the end of the pdf.  
Here’s the table to save time. 
 

Long Term Experimental Management Program FEIS 
 
Part 1 noted the prediction by Reclamation that there’s a 66% 
chance that Glen Canyon Dam will not generate electricity in 
2023.   Let’s go back in time when Reclamation had absolutely 
no consideration for us as they increased/decreased flows at 
will.   In the 70’s, we would wake up to find boats perched on 
rocks.  Some would take shifts at night to either secure or float 
boats.  Folks would be camped at Hance praying for a hot day in 
Los Angeles.  Flows would be as low as 1000 cfs.  Thankfully, 
those extreme fluctuations were reduced to 8000 cfs and 
extreme low flows eliminated per the 1996 ROD. 
 
Fast forward to 2016.  Two objectives listed in LTEMP’S FEIS 
were to improve and/or maintain hydroelectric generation and  
improve the health of the river corridor’s ecosystem – they are 
mutually exclusive.  A number of alternatives were considered 

including those which had variations of steady flows simulating the seasonality of inflows.  A steady flow was found to be 
best for the majority of components of the corridor’s ecosystem, such as stopping the degradation of beaches and 
improving recreational usage.      
 
The preferred alternative kept the 8000 cfs fluctuating flows.  To support this, the FEIS cited a 1987 survey of “river guides,” 
which indicated that this level would provide a “tolerable  recreation experience,” i.e. we’re going to keep fluctuating the 
flows – can you live with this?    A steady flow still meets the objective of maintaining hydroelectric generation, the real 
difference is the $$$ value of that electricity, which has a greater value during the on-peak and less so in the off-peak hours.  
Although not quantified, a $$$ value was indirectly placed on the health of the river’s ecosystem as well as our wilderness 
experience.   
 
Reclamation and the Western Area Power Administration argued against steady flows – you would think the sky was going 
to fall if flows were not fluctuated.  For context, WAPA is comprised of a 17,000-circuit-mile transmission system carrying 
electricity from 57 hydropower plants in 15 states with a combined installed capacity of 10,504 megawatts. 
 
The foregoing was discussed with Ed Keable, GC superintendent, who jokingly asked if getting boats of the rocks isn’t part 
of the fun.  He gets it, and noted the degradation of the beaches due to the fluctuating flows.  Well, we may see steady 
flows – it all depends if the current drought continues.  If it does and the sky doesn’t fall, it’ll be a good opportunity to 
petition the Dep’t of Interior to adaptively manage the generation of power by releasing only steady flows when lake levels 
permit.  Could be like rowing against the wind.  Pl. let us know if you have any insight, support or oppose this via 
gcpbamail@gmail.com.  Thanks. 
 
John Vrymoed 
 
President 
Grand Canyon Private Boaters Association  
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